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Abstract: Systems Thinking is it’s own scientific disciplinary field, but it is also a meta-discipline that acts as a prefix for other fields
such as: systems science, systems engineering, systems neuroscience, systems design, systems biology, system dynamics, systems
evaluation, systems education, systems leadership, systems mapping, and systems research, and many more that don’t follow the strict
naming convention but which are effectively doing the same thing such as: developmental systems theory, family systems theory, human
ecology, and the list goes on. Integrating systems thinking into a discipline, or a program responsible for anointing degrees in such discipline
is more difficult. It requires consideration of both the depth and breadth of content. This impacts the disciplinary field , and also the programs
designed to teach that content from a ST lens. As a result, many scholars are seeking a better understanding of what a systems thinking is,
and what it means to embed ST into their academic discipline. This paper offers principles that underlie the fourth wave of systems thinking
as a field; and also applies them to the design of education programs in any field that includes an emphasis on systems, systems thinking,
or a systems lens. Delineating the case example of Systems Engineering yields a specific formula for allocating educational effort used to
better design programs for a long term value to both the fields and its graduates.
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1. The Future is Systems X 6

Systems Thinking (ST) is its own discipline, but it has become a meta-discipline—a discipline that is applied to and 7

transforms other disciplines. As an expert is Systems Thinking, I am often asked to assist in the process of applying 8

“Systems Thinking” to “Discipline X” to yield “Systems X” (e.g., Systems Engineering, Systems Evaluation, etc.). Usually, the 9

implication of such an action usually play out in one or more metaphors: 10

• We must use Systems Thinking as the foundation for Discipline X; 11

• Systems Thinking is a lens on Discipline X; 12

• Systems Thinking and Discipline X are a portmanteau, a marriage that creates the love child, Systems X; or 13

• Systems Thinking is like the carpentry skills and the rest of Discipline X is the tools. 14

No matter the metaphor, the idea is that by tacking Systems Thinking onto the front of Discipline X, Systems Thinking will 15

modify and transform Discipline X. It is today common practice in the disciplines to rejuvenate a struggling or ineffectual 16

discipline or to propel a vital existing discipline into the future by considering the impact the modifying adjective “Systems” 17

might have on it, as in “Systems X.” There are countless examples of Systems Xs, including: systems science, systems 18

engineering, systems neuroscience, systems design, systems biology, system dynamics, systems evaluation, systems education, 19

systems leadership, systems mapping, and systems research, and many more that don’t follow the strict naming convention but 20

which are effectively doing the same thing such as developmental systems theory, family systems theory, human ecology, and 21

the list goes on. For as many X as there are, there are an equal number of Systems X. Indeed, the influence of a “systems 22

Significance Statement

The significance of this paper is four-fold: (1) generally, to establish the idea of Systems X, a portmanteau of Systems Thinking
and Discipline X; (2) specifically, to differentiate and quantify the difference between the field of of Systems Engineering and other
Engineering fields; (3) to use this differentiation and quantification to highlight the need for an integral, foundational role that Systems
Thinking plays and contrast that from a "tack on" role, and; (4) to clarify for the reader the difference in versions of systems thinking
that might be chosen (i.e., between STv1.0 and STv4.0).
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approach” is currently so pervasive that even in fields that aren’t considering a formal name change or differentiated field (e.g.,23

Systems Engineering is differentiated from Engineering) there are internal transformations going on. To one degree or another,24

in all of the major disciplines—Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Psychology, Sociology, Economics, Business, Policy, Education,25

Agriculture, etc.—the Systems Thinking (ST) lens is upsetting the apple cart.26

Not long after Systems Thinking has taken root in the discipline (sometimes too long), people begin to take up the issue of27

education and training. The thinking goes something like this:28

• If Systems Thinking modifies X in PDQ ways to make Systems X, how do we ensure that an education or degree in29

Systems X develops the necessary skills?30

• Indeed, how does Systems X compete with X?31

• How might Systems X influence X?32

• How is Systems X different from X?33

• And, how can Systems X prove its value to X?34

Many of these questions are existential in nature—what is this new Systems X? But, deeply connected to these existential35

questions are pedagogical (or parental) ones—How do we raise our students to be competent (and differentiated) purveyors of36

Systems X? Each of these existential questions has yet to be addressed in detail in most Systems X programs (not the least of37

which is Systems Engineering, which we address in our case example). And, I am unaware of any serious, concerted, systematic38

effort to resolve them.39

Systems Engineering is perhaps one of the best examples of this struggle for a number of reasons. First, because as a40

field, engineering is well respected. The thinking is, if engineering is applying systems thinking to itself, then it must be41

something worth doing. Second, the types of problems engineers (like so many other disciplines) are facing are changing.42

Problems are increasingly complex. Thus, external natural forces like increasing globalization and interconnectivity influence43

the need/desire for a “systemy” version of this powerhouse discipline. Third, engineering is a good example because there are44

formal Engineering departments around the world, many of which have Systems Engineering (SE) components (departments or45

divisions). Their job is not only to contribute to knowledge but also to train new Systems Engineers. Their role is therefore46

predicated not only on deeply understanding what SE is but also what it must become. They concern themselves with questions47

about how they must train current students for a future that is rapidly changing. The discussion below will therefore center48

around SE, but it could equally be applied to any Systems X (SX).49

2. Define SE and SE education more precisely50

Systems Engineering (SE), as it exists today, might be anecdotally broken into three camps:51

1. SE is just good engineering (i.e., there is no substantive difference between Engineering and SE, SE is just a name for52

what good engineers naturally do). This camp is widely populated by older traditional engineering professors.53

2. SE is an effective approach to managing engineering teams; a camp typically populated by engineers looking for promotion54

to upper management at premier engineering organizations.55

3. SE is a meta-discipline (i.e., a qualitatively and quantitatively different animal than traditional engineering disciplines).56

This camp is populated by some systems engineers and people who focus on complex systems design.57

Of course, there is some truth to all of these "cultural camps." Camp 1, for example, is perhaps in an ideal world accurate,58

but programs that "fly this flag" often lack the explicit development of systems thinking in the engineering program, which is59

devalued in the interest of physical and quantitative rigor in the classic reductive sense. This has led to generations of engineers60

who can’t effectively engage with real-world complexity, which they either ignore or hastily over-simplify. The second camp,61

while having some truth, leads to the current reality where many universities offer SE as essentially a business management62

degree for practicing engineers. In doing so, it neglects to recognize the vast scholarship and practice in both leadership63

generally and in systems leadership specifically. Programs that desire to inculcate these skills should "lean in" and work toward64

a legitimate new field—a programmatic portmanteau of Systems Leadership + Engineering Leadership; a field that we suggest65

should be called "Systems Leadership in Engineering" and which deserves its own treatment and therefore won’t be covered66

here. But, if Systems Engineering (or Systems X of any flavor) is to be taken seriously, it must develop in such a way as to67

focus on the third camp. To do so, this discipline needs to be better defined.68

We use some math here for two reasons: (1) to be more precise about our definitions and (2) because determining what goes69

into a training curriculum in Systems X is determining the amount of time spent on “pdq” topics. The typical approach has70

been to take whatever training is currently provided by X and simply add Systems Thinking to it. This is infeasible for two71

reasons:72

First, the resulting curriculum in SX cannot be significantly larger/longer than that of X. If, for example a student is getting73

a four year degree in X, they will also get a four year degree in SX. It isn’t reasonable or sustainable to stuff 6 or 7 years worth74

of expertise and skill into 4 years. Or if you teach a single semester course in SX to parallel one of your colleague’s courses in75

X, you only have one semester to fit all that content within that time period.76
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Second, this type of thinking (that we can simply stuff more into SX), causes ST to become a “tack on” addendum to SX. 77

An awkward and precursory appendage. What we have learned about the training of ST is that learning requires a great deal 78

of unlearning to occur. A simple prerequisite course of ST is likely never going to be enough. Authentic and effective SX 79

programming requires integration throughout. If ST is “tack on” your program is doomed to fail from the start. 80

Thus, the math helps us to keep track of the specific definitions as well as quantitative realities and limitations of designing 81

programs. The math is quite simple. One of the goals of any Systems X (SX) is to define itself. Another goal is to define what 82

constitutes adequate training in SX. 83

Systems Engineering (SE)—one form of SX— is no different. Engineering (E) can be defined∗ as equal to Civil Engineering 84

(CE) + Mechanical Engineering (ME) + Electrical Engineering (EE): 85

E = CE + ME + EE [1]

An outgrowth of Engineering, Systems Engineering (SE), can be defined as Systems Thinking (ST) plus Engineering (E): 86

SE = ST + E [2]

The “T-model” of education is a simple model in which the horizontal bar of the T represents breadth (b) in the topic/discipline 87

whereas the vertical bar of the T represents depth (d) in the topic/discipline(1). 88

Fig. 1. The T-model accounts for degrees of breadth (b) and depth (d).

Breadth (b) might include things like: the various areas of the discipline and how they interrelate; a survey course in the 89

topic/discipline; a history of the discipline; how the topic/discipline works as a whole; or a cursory review of any aspect of the 90

topic/discipline for the purpose of developing awareness of its existence, etc. Whereas, depth (d) might include a specific, 91

detailed, dive into any given model; the specific skills or steps involved in using a particular tool, method, or technique; or 92

coverage of any aspect of the topic/discipline for the purpose of developing deep mastery in that relatively small area, etc. 93

The T-model transforms the formula for Systems Engineering education (SEe) to the sum of knowledge/skill development in 94

Systems Thinking (ST) at a given breadth and depth plus knowledge/skill development in Engineering (E) at a given breadth 95

and a depth, expressed as: 96

SEe =
∑

ST (b + d) + E(b + d) [3]

We can then assign breadth (b) and depth (d) a number on a scale from 0-10; where, 0 denotes no knowledge/skill and 10 97

denotes expert-level knowledge/skill (see Table 1). Note also that the average knowledge/skill of a well-trained beginner would 98

be a 5 (i.e., equivalent to a four year degree in the field from an accredited university or college). 99

100

∗One could if they desired include other forms of engineering here (chemical, aerospace, etc.) as this basic equation is additive. Different programs define it differently, however, most programs include
the “big 3.”
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Table 1. Quantifying the T-model’s breadth (b) and depth (d) variables

No skill or knowledge in the topic/discipline The amount of skill or knowledge in the
topic/discipline typically associated with a four
year degree from an accredited college or uni-
versity program

The amount of skill or knowledge in the
topic/discipline typically associated with “ex-
pertise that comes with >10 years of real-
world experience

In order to define a Systems Engineering education (SEe) curriculum we must allocate time to both breadth (b) and depth101

(d) in both Systems Thinking (ST) and Engineering (E). In visual terms, this might look like Figure 2†, where the core102

competencies of SE are balanced between ST and E:103

Fig. 2. SE Model explicating depth and breadth in ST and E

Note that the core competencies of Systems Engineering are balanced between Systems Thinking and Education based on104

breadth (b) and depth (d) as seen in Figure 3:105

†This model was developed by Cabrera and Gibson, et. al. and first appeared in (2). Gibson(1) (p95) expands on the variance in the depth of ST + E. This is further examined as a model in Systems
Leadership in Engineering(3)
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Fig. 3. Zoom in to breadth (b) and depth (d) of ST and E

In contrast, a typical, traditional Engineering education (XEe)— or a degree specializing in CE, ME, or EE—is defined as 106

XE at a given breadth (b) and depth(d); or 107

XEe =
∑

XE(b + d) [4]

For reasons explained earlier in this paper, an education in Systems Engineering (SE) cannot be significantly greater (≯≯)
in net units of effort than an education in XE. Ergo:

SEe ≯≯ XEe [5]

This is because we cannot simply say that a student of SE is going to gain everything a student of XE masters in the same 108

period and also gain another whole set of skills and knowledge associated with ST. We can, perhaps, expect some additional 109

amount, but it cannot be significantly greater. 110

Let’s also assume that no education (XEe or SEe) can exceed a value of 5 in either depth or breadth accounting for the 111

empirical understanding that true expertise (max of 10) requires time and experience (i.e., >10 years). 112

A traditional Engineering degree (XEe)—one that specializes in CE, ME, or EE—can be quantified as follows: XE at a 113

breadth of 2 and a depth of 5. This means, for example, that a traditional degree in Mechanical Engineering (ME) will focus 114

on developing a great deal of depth in mechanical engineering knowledge/skills while perhaps providing a cursory introduction 115

to other forms of engineering. A traditionally trained ME will leave school with a good handle on ME and a very cursory 116

knowledge of all the other engineering approaches, problems, and knowledge; or, where XE=1, 117

XEe =
∑

XE(2 + 5) = 7 [6]

This means that the graduate of this program developed a depth of 5 and a cursory breadth of 2, where a seasoned expert 118

with many years experience in the field might be at a breadth of 10 to engineering writ large and depth of 10 for mechanical 119

engineering. Thus yielding 7 (out of a possible 20). 120

If an XEe degree is on average, a combined score of depth and breadth of 7, then the most an SEe (degree) should expect 121

should not exceed 7. So, assume that a hypothetical SEe degree program is also a 7 based on breadth and depth allocations. 122

Thus, if an SE degree is a balance of ST and E, then the equation would include a total of 3.5 for each ST and E. This means 123

0.5 of breadth for each ST and E and a depth of 3 for each as follows: 124

SEe =
∑

ST (0.5 + 3) + E(0.5 + 3) = 7 [7]

Remember that this same equation can be used to shed light on a systemic lens placed on a discipline, such as systems 125

science, systems evaluation, systems neurobiology, systems leadership, and others—all of which fit this equation: 126

SXe =
∑

ST (0.5 + 3) + X(0.5 + 3) = 7 [8]
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The question SE (and SX) educators should be asking themselves is one of satisficing balance. The available range is:127

SEe =
∑

ST (0.0) + E(7) = 7 to SEe =
∑

ST (7) + E(0.0) = 7. Where in the equation on the left you have all of the available128

units of effort (7) on the Engineering side and in the equation on the right you have all of the available units of effort (7) on129

the Systems Thinking side. Obviously we’d want to find something more balanced. Thus, where Engineering and Systems130

Thinking emphasis is equal (3.5 each), the middle value on the continuum is:131

SEe =
∑

ST (3.5) + E(3.5) = 7 [9]

Of course, there are also balance ranges within ST and E, such that you can ratchet up the breadth and depth in ST or132

in E or both to identify the right balance. Note again that the sum should not exceed a reasonable number (e.g., 7) that is133

comparable in effort, time, and resources to other “non-systemic” programs. In the equation below, every position where there134

are up and down arrows (↑
↓) indicates a place of variation in the curriculum135

SEe =
∑

ST ↑
↓ (b↑

↓ + d↑
↓) + E↑

↓(b↑
↓ + d↑

↓) = 7 [10]

Table 2 below shows the differences between an SE Education Curriculum and an XE Education Curriculum based on136

allocation of effort (time and resources) on a topic. In addition, these are suggested up and down allocations for SE.137

Table 2. Note the differences in programmatic focus based on arrows where breadth (b) and depth (d) values are increased (↑), decreased (↓),
or balanced (↔).

Suggested SE Education Curriculum Typical CE, ME, or, EE Education Curriculum

SEe =
∑←→

ST (b↓ +d↑)+←→E (b↑ +d↓) = 7 XEe =
∑

E(b↓ + d↑) = 7

Filling in values for the suggested program in SE above, we suggest that a starting assumption can reasonably be made138

based on both anecdotal and empirical evidence that the satisficing values for an SE education curriculum should be as follows139

on Table 3:140

Table 3. Different Programmatic focus of breadth (b) and depth (d) for given values in an SE or CE, EE, or ME Curriculum.

Suggested SE Education Curriculum Typical CE, ME, or, EE Education Curriculum

SEe =
∑

ST (0.5 + 3) + E(3 + 0.5) = 7 XEe =
∑

XE(1 + 6) = 7

We set a typical XE program for comparison using equal summative values for both programs (7). Thus, it is suggested141

that a Systems Engineering education (SEe) curriculum allocates knowledge/skill development in systems thinking (ST)142

is at a breadth of 0.5 and a depth of 3 plus the knowledge/skill development in Engineering (E) is at a breadth of 3 and143

a depth of 0.5 (where expert knowledge is a 10 and the educational maximum in depth or breadth is 5). In other words,144

we differentiate the engineering aspect of an SE degree from an XE degree by flipping the balance of breadth and depth The145

engineering knowledge/skills in an SE degree favor breadth over depth on the engineering side and favor depth over breadth on146

the systems thinking side.147

Balancing of depth/breadth using the “T model” of expertise articulated above; where the horizontal bar of the T represents148

breadth and the vertical bar represents depth in a particular area. Note that the scale applies to both breadth and depth, thus149

a seasoned expert with breadth and depth would reach a maximum “T-score” of 20 and the absolute maximum assumed for a150

superstar graduate of an accredited four year program would be a “T-score” of 10.151

The exercise we walked through truly defines—by way of comparing and contrasting similarities and differences—the152

difference between a “systems engineer” and an “engineer.”153
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SE programs—and all SX programs—must make a conscious choice of the version of Systems Thinking (ST) they will offer. 154

There are multiple versions of ST offered within the ST Field itself, and some may be more effective than others. Ironically, 155

many programs attempt to propel their disciplines and curriculum into the future (and prepare their students with future-ready 156

skills) by choosing Systems Thinking models from the past, which thwarts their best efforts to advance their programs. 157

It should be noted that the proposed balanced-formula in [9] is an idealized program which assumes some things about 158

real-world programs that are often not the case. It assumes for example that if the program is balanced, so too the faculty 159

would be balanced, as would time-on-task, resource-allocation, etc. Yet, few if any faculty members will have been formally 160

trained in Systems Thinking (akin to their formal training in Engineering, for example) to the degree necessary to achieve a 161

true balance where the depth of ST = 3. This means that balance, even if acknowledged as necessary, will be hard to establish 162

outright without hiring new, systems-focused faculty. Second, many of the prestigious journals and conferences in traditional 163

disciplines are somewhat averse to systems-based approaches unless those approaches adhere to established expectations. 164

Disciplines that have gotten accustomed to mathematical precision are less inclined to accept more holistic (and, as a result, 165

more “ambiguous”) results from systems-based approaches, even if the latter are legitimate and insightful accounts of the real 166

world. A question that needs to be settled across engineering, then, is whether SE is adjacent to XE programs or "above" XE 167

programs. The answer will determine whether SE can publish in traditional journals, or only in SE-focused journals—and, 168

ultimately, how much exposure XE gets to SE. 169

In addition to "balancing" the SE equation to be equal parts ST and E, there is the issue of orientation. The idea that depth 170

in ST is simply additive rather than integrative is important. An additive approach alone will improve existing SE programs. 171

And, it is conceivable to imagine that the depth and breadth curriculum in ST could be relatively uniform across not only SE 172

programs but all Systems X programs. This is occurring today in many Systems X programs using DSRP-Systems Thinking. 173

However, ideally speaking, the ST content itself is better received if it is "engineering-ish" in its orientation. this often requires 174

better oriented case studies, activities, projects, project rubrics, lecture content, and the like, which are geared toward the 175

particular genre of Systems X. 176

3. Systems Thinking version 4.0 177

As noted previously, Systems Thinking has gained popularity and promise as a meta-discipline because of natural forces. This 178

is true, as increased complexity wrought by globalization (or increased interconnectivity) has made problems more wicked, 179

systems more complicated, issues more interdisciplinary, and people more befuddled. Natural forces have been a boon for ST as 180

a discipline. But along with these natural forces (but to a far lesser degree) has been the paradigm shifting successes of the field 181

of ST. Systems theorists and thinkers such as Prigogine, Weiner, Bertalanffy, Bateson, and Forrester, have had an influential 182

effect on many disciplines. In some cases producing impressive results, in other cases causing a field or entire discipline to shift 183

its focus and paradigms to embrace new ways of seeing. But few have had the impact of one of the field’s populizers, Peter 184

Senge. Mostly borrowing Forrester’s work in System Dynamics, Senge was at the right time and place with a well-calibrated 185

message and set a forest ablaze with Systems Thinking. Senge did what others had attempted to do for nearly one-hundred 186

years in a very short time. He made Systems Thinking popular. Since then there have been many more contributions to the 187

field, in particular from researchers at the Santa Fe Institute (SFI) who have turned science on its head with a new brand of 188

systems thinking that embraces an interdisciplinary approach to science that combines holism and reductionism, quantitative 189

and qualitative analyses, and a systemic lens. 190

It is important to recognize the two forces that transform academic fields: (1) the natural forces that cause Discipline X to 191

transform itself into Systems X; and (2) the success and subsequent popularization of ideas that influences what people adopt 192

as Systems Thinking once they start searching to identify what it is. This is important because, often, that which is publicly 193

available is not always the current best practice. To use a textbook analogy, the science that is in textbooks is often 20-30 194

years behind the science that is current. 195

In the past 70 years, Systems Thinking has had several transformations. Scholars use the metaphor of “waves” (See Figure 196

4) to describe the major transitions it has made. 197
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Fig. 4. The Systems Thinking Waves. The diagram depicts the waves and a sample of associated methods, theories, and approaches

A summary of a vast literature is often difficult, if not inadvisable. Even more so for something like systems thinking, that198

is of interest to both scientists and academics as well as practitioners and the general public. For this reason, we have tried to199

summarize the literature in a way that is accessible and maintains fidelity to what the literature says. If for nothing else but200

pedagogical purposes, summaries are useful. A summary of the interdisciplinary literature (4, 5) relating to systems thinking201

points to the following conclusions:202

1. There is a universality of certain structures (DSRP). Namely,

Patterns Elements
Distinctions (D) identity (i) ↔ other (o)
Systems (S) part (p) ↔ whole (w)
Relationships (R) action (a) ↔ reaction (r)
Perspectives (P ) point (ρ) ↔ view (v)

203

2. These DSRP structures exist in both mind (cognition) and nature (a.k.a., reality).204

3. Awareness of these structures (a.k.a., metacognition) makes a significant difference in all walks of life and success in all205

domains.206

4. Systems thinking is an emergent property of DSRP simple rules.207

It is increasingly clear that the D, S, R, and P structures identified in number 1 above cannot be separated from each other.208

In other words, they exist in a constant and dynamic interplay. In addition, each of the D, S, R, and P structures is necessary209

and sufficient for each of the individual structures to exist. This means that, in order for an S (part-whole system) to be210

formed, Ds (distinctions) need to be made, Rs (relationships) need to exist, and Ps (perspectives) need to be taken; and vice211

versa. Importantly, any given D, S, R, and P structure cannot be divorced from its two elements nor can the elements be212

divorced from each other. For example, we are near-constantly making identity distinctions (Di) and often unaware of the213

other distinctions (Do) we are implying when doing so. Nevertheless, the other exists when we articulate an identity.214

That these structures exist in mind and nature (number 2 above) is perhaps read as a philosophical statement, but it is215

based on empirical findings. It does not mean that every DSRP structure that we build in our minds exists in nature or vice216

versa. But it does mean that the D, S, R, and P structures are found in both realms. This is important because it reveals217

something about the goal of systems thinking. This paper posits that the goal of systems thinking is to increase the probability218

that our mental models are in alignment with reality. Working with a set of structures that is common to both mind and219

nature–akin to finding the same denominator to add fractions—is an essential first step in increasing the alignment of what we220

think with how things are.221

Regarding number 3 above: it can be said that it is the awareness of these structures that constitutes the skill of systems222

thinking. Cognition occurs, whether you like it or not, often in ways in which we are unaware. Metacognition (awareness of223

D, S, R, P structures and dynamics) helps us to see structurally what we are potentially missing and fill in the gaps of our224
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Table 4. ST Ideas Past and Present

ST in the Past ST in the Present
Systems thinking is EITHER:

1. a specific stepwise process or model as in soft systems
methodology or system dynamics,

2. a list of systems science ideas to remember as in the “habits
of systems thinking,” or

3. a general statement of holism as in “systems thinking is holistic
thinking.”

Systems Thinking is:

• Systems thinking is not something you can do, but something
you get from doing simple rules.

• Systems Thinking is an emergent property of mixing and
matching four combinatorial rules (DSRP).

• It is a process of structuring Information (I) by thinking (T)
which includes making distinctions (D), organizing systems (S),
articulating relationships (R), and taking many perspectives
(P).

• This process yields new distinctions, systems, relationships
and perspectives, the sum total of which are a mental model
(M).

• The mental model is clearly distinguished as an approximation
of reality (R) and is tested against reality in order to take in
more Information

knowledge. Notably, one’s one awareness of how ideas are constructed allows for the corollary teaching and development of the 225

same skills in others. 226

The idea that systems thinking is an emergent property (number 4 above) is a significant shift in pragmatic terms. It means 227

that if one wants to "do systems thinking" or "get better at (developing the skill of) systems thinking" one must recognize that 228

systems thinking itself is an emergent property of a process. It is not something you can "do" per se, but rather something you 229

"get" as a result of employing the DSRP patterns. Although "doing DSRP" does not require metacognition (it is hypothetically 230

possible for a person to be good at doing DSRP without knowing it), being aware of the DSRP structures (metacognition) 231

significantly increases the probability of one becoming a systems thinker. 232

There is a tremendous amount more written about Systems Thinking v4.0 and DSRP (4–7) as well as numerous resources 233

including textbooks, syllabi, and slide decks for teaching it‡. Here we have provided a brief summary. For the SX or SE 234

program leader, it is important to understand the specific differences between the ST of current and the ST of past. 235

4. How systems thinking (v4.0) is different from the systems thinking of the past. 236

We will give you the punchline at the outset. Table 4 outlines the basic difference between ST in the past and present: 237

There have been many developments in the field of systems thinking over the past 70 years. At its core, systems thinking is 238

a cognitive science. So, this change has been accelerated over the past 20 with the advent of modern neuroscience and cognitive 239

science. Let’s take a look at how it has changed in order to assess how Systems Engineering departments, in particular (but all 240

Systems X departments in general) may need to adjust to new insights from the field of systems thinking. 241

Many SE departments are asking themselves, “What does the future of SE look like?” And most will concur that SE is 242

a portmanteau of systems thinking (as foundational) and Engineering. But, it matters what flavor of ST they are utilizing. 243

Indeed—given the foundational nature of ST to SE—there is some irony involved when SE departments ask what the future of 244

SE looks like while using a significantly dated ST model from the past—which many, unbeknownst to them, are doing. In this 245

sense, the future of SE looks a lot like engineering in the systems-thinking-present. In other words, the present state of ST is 246

far ahead of the many concerns and problems faced by modern SE departments; it is, in one sense, the future of SE. This is not 247

by accident or because systems thinking is somehow “better” than SE. It is because the field of systems thinking is working on 248

problems related to systems thinking. Let me give you an example—a generalizable vignette: 249

Bertalanffy was influential in the 1950s when he published General Systems Theory or GST. One of his main influences (even 250

to people who don’t know they were influenced by him) was to fight against what he termed, reductio ad absurdum or “reduction 251

to absurdity,” or simply absurd reductionism. He posited that “systems thinking was about holism, not reductionism.” This 252

became a popular refrain and today it has been adopted by many. For example, an excellent SE text used in SE departments 253

states that, “ST is a holistic mental framework and view that recognizes a system as a whole entity first. . . ” The primacy of 254

holism is one of the field of systems thinking’s most “popular and profitable products.” Scores of people reference it and use it. 255

And, it is probably wise to count that idea as a success and allow its popularity to continue. But for people who study systems 256

thinking, these ideas have a long lasting effect. We research what people do, cognitively and behaviorally, with such mental 257

models. This mental model (pro holism) had both its benefits, and its negatives. This pro-holism model liberates thinking, 258

but it also constrains it. Where it may release biases, it also creates some. And so, systems thinking as a field moves on to 259

newer and more reliable, valid, and tested ideas. But—and here’s the important part—as the systems thinking field moves on, 260

‡https://help.cabreraresearch.org/getting-started-for-higher-education
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other fields, focused on the difficult problems they face within their fields, aren’t always following along. They don’t update261

their mental model based on the hard-won wisdom and insight offered by the systems thinking field. And so, they begin to be262

outdated.263

For example, we now know that holism without reductionism and vice versa are illogical and impossible. That the choice264

between them is a false choice—a false dichotomy—something akin to the debates that occurred in human development around265

nature versus nurture. After many years, battle bruised adversaries had to admit that both were interdependent and mutually266

important. We know that there have always been tendencies in science toward two archetypes: “splitters” and “lumpers” or267

reductionism and holism. Some hone their craft of reductionistic splitting while others hone their holistic lumping. But, we268

also know that future 21st Century skills require a new kind of person with an amphibious kind of skill set: the splumper.269

The Splumper is a person who readily does both. Who neither focuses more on the part nor the whole but on inseparable270

interaction between part-and-whole. Nobel Laureate Murray Gell-Mann said it this way at the founding of the Santa Fe271

Institute (SFI), one of the premier systems science institutes: We all know that in most situations, theory has to advance along272

two tracks: the fundamental search for dynamical explanations on the one hand, and on the other, the phenomenological search273

for pattern in the laws of Nature. There are associated experimental domains in each case...There is always a reductionist274

bridge between these two kinds of explanation, the fundamental and the phenomenological. (I assume all of us are in principle275

reductionists.) But it often takes a very long time to construct such a bridge, such as the one between the brain and the mind,276

even though great strides are being made. While the construction is going on, it is necessary to pursue both approaches, which277

means in this case to study both the brain and the mind. There are some psychologists and pop psychologists who like to place278

people on a scale running from Appolonian to Dionysian, where, roughly speaking, Appolonians tend to favor logic, rationality,279

and analysis, while Dionysians go in more for intuition, feeling, and synthesis. In the middle are those tortured souls, the280

Odysseans, who strive for the union of both styles. The new institute would have to recruit a number of Odysseans to be281

successful!(8) This may appear at first glance to be philosophical or abstract to make a practical difference to everyday SE282

applications. Let me assure you it does. It is a common complaint among SE experts that in real-world contexts SE’ers are283

eschewed by other Engineers for a particularly frustrating behavior; a behavior that is born of “holism first training.” The284

situation plays out something like this:285

A bunch of “regular engineers” analyze a particular problem, P, and conclude certain things about it. The systems286

engineer in the group says, “But, you need to look at the system that P is a part of!” To which the regular engineers287

roll their eyes, contemplating all the extra work and scope-creep involved and weigh that against the agility and speed288

needed to keep up with the pace of innovation.289

This somewhat satirized tendency is all too real. And, it is a behavior that is the direct result of “holism first training.” If290

Systems Engineers are to drive innovation, they must be at the forefront of innovation, driving the pace and agility needed to291

compete. SE cannot require months of problem definition followed by months of scope-creep. Developing deep skills in Systems292

Thinking where SEs become agile and fluid in their use of DSRP patterns means that they can not only avoid hindering and293

not only “just keep up,” but drive the pace of innovation while simultaneously considering more variables. In addition, there is294

reason to believe that that innovation based on purely reductivist methods will slow down, if it hasn’t already. Without the295

corresponding knowledge about what happens when stuff gets lumped back together, reductivist innovation ends up plagued by296

unexpected emergent features. The emergence of the field of interaction design is a good example of this fact. Unfortunately,297

this occurs often, and even worse, there are plenty of non-systemic explanatory frameworks for why it occurred. The most298

pernicious and pervasive—at least among many XEs, computer scientists, and technologists—refuses to see social contexts and299

systems as anything other than external to (and distinct from) technology. As a result, problematic system behaviors are often300

categorized as “user error."301

The empirical debate between part-whole is merely one example of the kinds of things systems thinkers give a lot of thought,302

time, and attention. Boundary distinctions is another. For example, in the 1970s, and even before, it was thought to be303

critically important to pay attention to the system’s boundary (note that this is singular). For example, a common SE-style304

description of this idea is, “Distinguishes the system from its environment.(9)” Today, you’d be hard pressed to find an SE305

department that didn’t provide some coverage on the issue of navigating the system boundary to determine what is inside and306

what is outside the system. Of course, this remains an important idea today and every systems engineer should be aware of307

the various biases and considerations that go into establishing a system boundary either as a mental model or recognizing308

an actual system boundary in reality. Boundary problems are very much an issue in SE. Writ large, SE programs focus on309

spatial boundaries. But there are also social, institutional, temporal, scale, causal, economic, etc. boundaries, and these are310

never encountered individually (and, because they’re fractal in nature, never just at one level of scale). Often these boundaries311

extend across scale, and are not so distinct as the list implies. This alone explains many modern engineering failures. That312

said, Systems thinking as a field focuses a lot of time, resources and attention on this issue of boundaries. We know much more313

today about how these boundaries are navigated cognitively. And, one of the things we know is that it’s not just one singular314

system boundary. It is actually a fractal set of boundaries. Boundary distinctions are occurring at every level of scale in the315

real-world and in our mental models. Again, the systems thinking present is well-aware of this fact. But many SE and other316

SX departments continue to peddle older versions in need of an upgrade.317

One of the central merits of DSRP (Systems Thinking v4.0) is that it captures both holistic and reductive approaches,318

showing that the difference between the two is really the direction of inquiry, the ontology that inquiry assumes, and what319

sort of claims can be regarded as legitimate within that framework. DSRP recognizes and expresses the genuine plurality of320
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approaches as being composed of the same basic structural components, while also offering those structural components in a way 321

that expands the field of possible inquiry. DSRP is an aufhebung in the Hegelian sense: simultaneously preserving, changing, 322

advancing, and overcoming the dichotomy it sublates. Rigid dualities, while perhaps not quite illusory, are oversimplifications. 323

This is the epistemic import of DSRP as a theory. The ontological import of DSRP is as follows: it is primitivistic about 324

structure, holding that structure is part of the “regular furniture of the universe.” This is important, since the primitivism 325

would be unnecessary if structure were in some sense dependent on humans, human cognition, etc. To illustrate this, consider 326

the alternative view: that structure is something that, in some way or other, we bring to the universe. On such a view, what 327

distinguishes the set of atoms from the set of atom-or-dolphins is that we humans have a simple term for the former set, or we 328

find it psychologically more natural to think in terms of ‘atom’, or whatever. This view would not say that the set of atoms 329

is a more structurally fundamental representation of the universe than the set of atoms-or-dolphins. For DSRP—which is 330

both primitivistic and realistic about structure—this sort of view is nonsense, because if structure were just a reflection of our 331

language, or our cognitive predilections, or whatever, then so too would be scientific facts, laws of nature, and so on. The 332

result is an unpalatable view of reality that is woefully dismissive of actual problems faced by actual scientists and everyday 333

people. The point of human inquiry, as philosopher Theodore Sider(10) put it, is to conform itself to reality; the world is “out 334

there” in the robust sense of the term, and it’s on us to comprehend it as best we can. In other words, the best mental model 335

is the one that best “carves nature at the joints”, and the only way to do that is to be a realist about structure. 336

These are just a few specific examples—identity-other boundary distinctions, part-whole systems, holism-reductionism, 337

and epistemological-ontological —but the implications of these and other discoveries must lead us to develop better models 338

that reconcile these inconsistencies. These models are best represented by the various versions of systems thinking that have 339

occurred historically as “waves.” The truth is, most of today’s SE departments exist predominantly in the first wave (STv1.0). 340

A few have evolved into the second wave (STv2.0). Very few have evolved their programs writ large to the fourth wave (STv4.0). 341

There are many many more examples like the few discussed above. Table 5 compares and contrasts a few of the more salient 342

among them. 343

The ST field for example, has focused not only on the theoretical developments in ST, but also on pedagogical, developmental, 344

and cognitive aspects of ST(16–20). We know far more about not only the underlying cognitive rules of systems thinking but 345

also, for example: the kinds of biases students default to; where they struggle to learn certain constructs; the concepts that are 346

most important for developing a deep understanding and abiding practice; and what types of activities can be used to unlearn 347

ingrained habits of thinking. For example, we know that: 348

• identity-other distinction making, is far more difficult for students to gain deep skill using than part-whole thinking (which 349

they get exposed to K-12); 350

• students have an easier time taking perspectives from identities that “have eyes” (e.g., humans, stakeholders, frogs, the 351

enemy, and other animate, human-like things) than from things that don’t (e.g., abstract concepts like economics, chair, 352

wallet, etc.) which is critically important for SE students who are often asked to take abstract-conceptual-perspectives on 353

every project (such as: Economic, Technological, Historical, Social, Health Safety, Political, Emotional, Moral/Ethical, 354

Security, Ecological, Cultural, Legal, Organizational, and Economic); 355

• students have little difficulty with step-wise lists and processes but have great difficulty implementing nonlinear, com- 356

binatorial set of rules (the latter is fundamentally a systems thinking skill and makes a form of adaptive thinking 357

possible); 358

• students have an easier time grasping composite “molecular” or “jig” structures as a gateway to understanding the value 359

of “atomic” structures like DSRP. 360

5. Conclusion 361

As SE programs (and other SX programs) consider the future of what their discipline, and training in their discipline, looks 362

like, they inevitably discover that the “capitalized SE” (or SX) is really a “lowercase se.” This means that although SE is 363

formalized as a discipline, a department, a degree, or a job title—all proper and capitalized nouns—it is also a real-world 364

function. In other words, “se” needs to be done regardless of whether the job title calls for it—the systems engineers deal with, 365

de facto, require a systems view. This fact makes distinguishing SE (or se) from XE even more critically important— because 366

it means that the skills that truly differentiate an SE from an XE are necessary across the engineering fields. Those skills, 367

predominantly, are borne of the ST part of SE. Systems Engineering (capitalized) and systems engineering (lower case) need to 368

update their systems thinking to version 4.0. 369

I leave you with two stories, both of which come from one of the top Systems Engineering departments in the world. The 370

first story is from the faculty: 371

Laura and I sat with two leaders of the SE Department who wanted to build into their departments Systems Thinking 372

v4.0. They shared with us the problems they were seeing which summarized were that although their graduates were 373

exposed to numerous tools and techniques, methods, and models over their four years, many of them failed to use 374

these tools in a systemic way. “It is as if,” these leaders said, “we gave them a wood shop with every conceivable tool 375

and taught them how to use those tools, but forgot to develop in them carpentry skills.” These leaders were right. 376

Even systemic tools, put into a non-systems thinkers’ hands will be applied in non-systemic ways. In fact, the reverse 377
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Table 5. ST Ideas Past and Present

Basic concept Current SE Treatment ST v4.0 (2020) Treatment
Basic Skills of ST Id elements of system; under-

stand connections among ele-
ments; how elements interact to
achieve system purpose; under-
stand system relative to other
systems

...Information (I) is structured by thinking (T) which includes making distinctions (D), orga-
nizing systems (S), articulating relationships (R), and taking many perspectives (P). This
process yields new distinctions, systems, relationships and perspectives, the sum total of
which are a mental model (M). The mental model is clearly distinguished as an approxima-
tion of reality (R) and is tested against reality in order to take in more Information (I). . . (ST
cycle continues)

Perceived Benefits of
ST to SE

Holistic view makes SE valuable
contributor to IDS efforts

And/Both view of parts-wholes leads to fractal understanding and algorithm; also, impor-
tantly inheres the same And/Both view of identity-other Distinctions, action-reaction Rela-
tionships, and point-view Perspectives. In other words, focusing on the whole in part-whole
Systems (S) is an equivalent bias to focusing on the other in identity-other Distinctions, fo-
cusing on the reaction in action-reaction Relationships, or focusing on the view in point-view
Perspective. Not only is it nonsensical, it preselects what to see and not see. That is, A
DSRP approach provides not just 2-dimensions of ST, but 8.

Enables systems to be identi-
fied, classified and represented
to lead to deeper understand-
ing of inner workings and in-
terconnections of relationships
that lead to system-level behav-
ior

Increases probability of "getting it right" by increasing the probability of alignment based on
common structural traits across mind (epistemological) and nature (ontological). Provides
the simple rules that can be followed (somewhat robotically but also adaptively) in order to
bring about systemic thought.

Allows one to establish bound-
ary of system, and scope the
systems decision process

Completely changes the mental representation of boundaries as being singular to being
many and fractal/self-similar across scale.

Defines the interconnected re-
lationships among system ele-
ments

Defines the perspectives that frame boundaries, organization, and relatedness of the parts
of the system and how those differ with shifts in perspective.

Definition of ST “Systems thinking is a holis-
tic mental framework and view
that recognizes a system as a
whole entity first, as a whole,
with its fit and relationship with
its environment being primary
concerns(9)”

Systems thinking is not something you can do, but something you get from doing sim-
ple rules. Systems Thinking is an emergent property of mixing and matching four DSRP
rules.(7)

The definition of
boundaries has ex-
panded

Boundaries: “Distin-
guishes the system from its
environment.(9)” Defined as a
singular system boundary.

Boundary-distinctions (Dio) are fractal and self-similar across scale and occur at every ele-
ment yielding far more complexity both on the mental model side (bias awareness) and on
the reality/nature side (real-world interfaces)(5).

Whether systems have
purposes or not

System defined as "An in-
tegrated set of elements
that accomplish a defined
objective.(9)"

This can be viewed two ways. Either all systems have a POSIWID (purpose of a system is
what it does) purpose or the definition of a system need not include purpose. Either way,
purpose is sort of unnecessary or ill defined as an objective reality that can be known other
than retrospectively. In other words, in the definition at left, who is doing the defining?

Are systems really
open and closed?

Open: Can interact with the en-
vironment Closed: does not in-
teract with environment ; do not
occur in nature(9)

In many ways all systems are open; so this is a matter of perspective; a trick used to
solve problems or to account for a degree of variance that is irrelevant from the perspectival
frame. Ergo, the perspective rule establishes whether the system can be considered "open"
or "closed" for analytical purposes.

Is everything intercon-
nected?

Yes. No. This is a popular but incorrect trope of systems thinking. Everything is not inter-
connected. Everything is indirectly interconnected, eventually. But, the pattern of non-
connection is as important as the pattern of interconnection.

Is ST exclusively holis-
tic?

Yes. ST favors holism. No. Another common but incorrect trope. ST is both holistic and reductionist with no favor
to either.

Is feedback universal? Yes. No. Important yes. But feedback in 2020 is two things, first, a necessary part of the ST
Loop; second, simply an R or set of Rs that exist or not in mind and nature. Not all systems
have feedback, but most of the ones that are interesting to us do.

The in between It’s all about interconnections
and interfaces and integrations

Well, technically it’s not all about them but they are incredibly important “engines for inno-
vation.” ST v4.0 provides an algorithm called RDS that quantifies what happens universally,
both structurally and dynamically, at these interfaces.(11–13)

Role of tools, model-
ing, applications

Need more of them! Agreed. No SE should make it through a program without being able to actually create a
systems model of something. However, teaching SE’ers all the tools in the world will make
them tool owners but it won’t make them carpenters. ST skills are the foundation for using
these tools in a systemic way.

The importance of the
System of systems (or
internet of things)

Sees as important. Sees as important but also demonstrates precisely what is meant by it. Navigating the inter-
net of things without DSRP is navigating it with a blindfold on. DSRP details the structural
and dynamical possibilities of such networks.

Importance of design
thinking (DT)/agile?

Important in some applications. Agreed. DT is increasingly popular but DT without the ST Loop and DSRP has few teeth.
The "devil in design thinking"—operationalizing the steps—is in the details of DSRP. The ST
loop is the basis for design thinking (incrementalism)(14, 15).
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is also true, a non-systemic tool, put into a systems thinkers’ hands will be applied in systemic ways. The carpentry 378

metaphor is a powerful and analogously accurate one. 379

The second vignette is from students: 380

Laura and I were asked to facilitate a session with all the graduating seniors in the SE program with no faculty 381

present so that they could speak freely and candidly. It was a long and lively session where these soon-to-be-minted 382

SE’s shared their 4 years of experiences. Their answers to one question particularly stood out to me. We asked them, 383

“How would you change the degree curriculum?” There was a lot of discussion and near-total agreement, but all of it 384

centered around the words of one senior who said, “There should be more opportunities or projects where we get to 385

work on teams with other types of engineers because this is where we systems engineers shine. See...” he continued, 386

“systems engineers and this degree has a bit of a runt-of-the-litter status among the other engineering degrees. We get 387

made fun of as not being as serious or as technical. But, when we get to work with students from other engineering 388

disciplines on teams doing real projects, we end up running the show and it becomes obvious who the Alpha is.” The 389

room exploded with applause. Every one of these seniors felt this way. They had something to prove, yes. But they 390

also begged for the chance to prove it. That’s the level of confidence they had in their skills. They wanted more 391

opportunities to let their skills do the talking for them and show the value of systems engineering rather than tell it. 392

We think that these two stories capture the systems in systems engineering well. They also speak to the T-model of breadth 393

and depth that makes systems engineers unique. Distinguishing the future of SE from XE and updating to ST version4.0 can 394

call in a dynamic and promising future for SE programs and these programs serve as a model for all Systems X. Although 395

it may seem too fine grained to be of global importance, the idea that a Systems X program requires 3.5 units of systems 396

thinking and 3.5 units of X means that the program needs to be truly integrated and balanced. 397
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